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For each locally compact non-compact c-compact Abelian group G whose dual 
is an I-group and each compact Abelian group ,?J such that there is a one-to-one 
continous homomorphism from G onto a dense subgroup of Z, we show the 
existence of cocycles on Z whose associated unitary representations of G have 
purely singular continuous spectrum, as well as the existence of cocycles on Z 
whose associated unitary representations of G have purely Haar spectrum. 0 1988 
Academic Press. Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a locally compact non-compact Abelian group and Z be a com- 
pact Abelian group. Suppose that there is a one-to-one continuous 
homomorphism a from G onto a dense subgroup of C. 
Call a function with values of unit modulus a unitary function. 
A cocycle on C is a Bore1 unitary function A on Z x G satisfying, for all 
o E C and all g, g’ E G, the cocycle identity 
46 g + 6) = 4a,g) ‘4ta + a(g), 8’). 
A cocycle A is trivial if there exist an element y in the dual group G of G 
and a Bore1 unitary function B on Z such that, for each g E G, the identity 
4~ g) = tg, Y) B(a) Bto + dg)) 
holds for m,-almost all 0 in C, m, being the Haar measure in C. 
For 1 <p < + co, let LP(Z) denote the pth Lebesgue space based on m,. 
Given g E G, by setting 
one defines a unitary operator U(g) in L’(C). The map U: g -+ U(g) is a 
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strongly continuous unitary representation of G in L’(C). By the 
Stone-Naimark-Ambrose-Godement theorem (cf. [2, Theorem 6.2.1]), 
there is a unique projection-valued measure P on the Bore1 o-algebra of G, 
taking values in a Boolean algebra of projections in L2(Z), such that for 
each g E G, 
where the integral is to be interpreted in the sense of strong convergence. It
turns out that P is spectrally homogeneous: its spectrum is either pure 
point, or purely singular continuous, or purely Haar. Moreover, P has pure 
point spectrum if and only if A is trivial. 
One can naturally ask whether there exist, for a given pair of groups 
(G, Z), cocycles on C whose associated unitary representations of G have 
continuous spectrum. The answer to this question is of interest not only in 
itself, but actually various problems in analysis devolve to the con- 
sideration of non-trivial cocycles. In ergodic theory, cocycles giving con- 
tinuous spectrum arise in connection with group extensions and velocity 
changes (cf. [21, 22]), in harmonic analysis such cocycles arise in connec- 
tion with invariant subspaces on compact solenoidal groups (cf. [7,9]), 
and in differential equations they appear in the context of the quasi- 
momentum analysis of pseudodifferential operators with spatially almost 
periodic symbols (cf. [4, 5, 141). Up to now the existence of non-trivial 
cocycles has been established only for a limited number of classes of pairs 
(G, C). For the pairs (R, C), H. Helson and J.-P. Kahane [ 111 constructed 
cocycles giving singular continuous spectrum, while for the pairs (E, C), 
Helson and W. Parry [13] established the existence of cocycles giving 
Lebesgue spectrum. A refinement of the Gamelin isomorphism theorem (cf. 
[ 1, 61) applied to these results yields, for the pairs (R, C), the existence of 
cocycles giving Lebesgue spectrum, and, for the pairs (Z, C), the existence 
of cocycles giving singular continous spectrum. For the pairs (G, C) in 
which G is a discrete countable group, J. Mathew and M. G. Nadkarni 
[ 173 established the existence of cocycles giving Haar spectrum. Some 
other results pertaining to the construction of non-trivial cocycles can be 
found in [4, 6-10, 12, 16, 18, 20, 22, 261. 
In this paper we establish the existence of cocycles giving singular 
continuous and Haar spectra for the pairs (G, 2) in which G is a locally 
compact non-compact cr-compact Abelian group whose dual is an 
I-group. Thereby, we generalize the results of Helson and Kahane and of 
Helson and Parry, and the consequences of these via Gamelin’s theorem, 
and provide an alternative approach to a wide class of cases covered by the 
result of Mathew and Nadkarni. Our results will have a somewhat non- 
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constructive character-we shall find cocycles giving two kinds of con- 
tinous spectrum among sample elements of certain random cocycles. 
However, any of such sample cocycles will have a particularly regular 
form-it will be a continuous function on C x G explicitly expressible in 
terms of harmonic-analytic objects associated with G and C. 
The paper is organized as follows. Following a preliminary section in 
which we set the context for the subsequent development, we begin in 
Section 2 by proving that random cocycles give a spectrum of non-random 
type. In Section 3 we exhibit a class of non-trivial random cocycles. In 
Section 4 we show that this class contains a subclass consisting of random 
cocycles giving singular continuous spectrum. We bring the paper to an 
end with a fifth section in which we reveal a subclass of the class from 
Section 3 made up of random cocycles giving Haar spectrum. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout the paper G will be a locally compact non-compact Abelian 
group, C a compact Abelian group, and u a one-to-one continuous 
homomorphism from G onto a dense subgroup of C. In the subsequent 
sections some additional conditions on G will be imposed. 
For each (r in C, denote by T, the translation operator by (T acting on 
L”(C), and denote by T the representation g -+ T,(,, of G in the 
automorphism group of L”(Z). 
Let p be the multiplication representation of L”(C) on L2(C) given by 
P(f) cp =fv u-f L”Gn cp E L2W). 
Let A be a cocycle on C and U be the associated unitary representation 
of G. The pair (p, U) constitutes a so-called covariant representation of the 
W*-dynamical system (L”(Z), G, T+for each f~ L”(C) and each ge G, 
one has 
U(g) df) u(g)* =PVa,,,f)> (1.1) 
where U(g)* denotes the adjoint to U(g). This covariant representation is 
irreducible: any bounded linear operator R in L*(C), commuting with each 
U(g) (g E G) and each df) tf~ L”(C)), is scalar. In fact, the commutant 
of p(L”(C)) being p(L”(Z)) itself (cf. [23, Theorem 3.1.2]), we have 
R = p(f) for some fs L”(C). By (l.l), f = T,,,,f for each g E: G. Since the 
action (g, a) + (T + c(( g) of G on Z is ergodic, f is a constant function and, 
accordingly, R is a scalar operator. 
Let M(G) be the space of all bounded complex-valued regular Bore1 
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measures on 6. M(G) is a complex Banach lattice and, under convolution 
denoted as *, a Banach algebra. 
A band in M(G) (in the vector-lattice-theoretic sense) is a subset I of 
M(G) such that 
(i) if FEZ and a measure v E M(G) is absolutely continuous with 
respect o 1~1, then v~l; 
(ii) if (PA, N is a sequence in Z with C,“=, IJpL,I( < + co, then 
lx,“=, PnEZ. 
Let oi be the homomorphism from J? into G given by 
(g9 e!)) = (@k)? xl (gEG, id’). 
A band I in M(G) is f-invariant if for each x E .J?‘, I contains along with 
any measure p the measure ,u * 6,(,,; here 6a(X, stands for the Dirac 
measure concentrated at 6(x). A f-invariant band I in M(G) is ergodic if 
for each f-invariant subband J of Z, either J= (0) or J= I. 
Let P be the projection-valued measure associated with the represen- 
tation U. P constitutes a so-called system of imprimitivity for p based on 
G-Eq. (1.1) implies that for each 1 E .J? and each Bore1 subset E of 6, 
P(x)*pEPw = PEfiW (1.2) 
where E + t?(x) = {y E G: y = q + Z(x), q E E}. For each cp, Ic/ E L*(z), let n,,$ 
be the measure on 6 defined by 
Q(E) = (P,cp, $1 (E a Bore1 subset of G), 
where (., .) denotes the scalar product of L2(C). It is well known that 
I= {X$?,@ cp, tiE~2(al is a band in M(G) (cf. [25]). By (1.2), 
ny., * h = ~,(-,kw-,)ti for each cp, @ E L*(z) and each x E 2, so Z is 
C-invariant. Actually, Z is ergodic. To see this, suppose J is a non-zero 
f-invariant subband of I. The positive cone of J being non-zero and each 
of its members taking the form rrc,,, for some cp EL*(~), the set 
H= {pL2(C): xqq E J} is a non-zero closed subspace of L2(z). Let R be 
the orthogonal projection in L’(z) with the range space H. In view of 
(1.2), R commutes with each p(x) (x E 2). Clearly, R commutes also with 
each U(g) (g E G). Since the von Neumann algebra generated by the p(x) 
coincides with p(L”(z)), the irreducibility of the covariant representation 
(p, U) ensures now that R is the identity operator. Hence I= J, as was to 
be shown. 
Z’(G), L’(G), and the space M,JG) of the continuous measures in M(G) 
singular with respect o Haar measure are all f-invariant bands in M(d). 
As these bands are pairwise disjoint (in the vector-lattice-theoretic sense) 
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and their join is the whole M(G), one of them must intersect Z outside zero. 
Since Z is ergodic, the band intersecting Z\ (0) actually contains I. 
When Zc Z’(G), P is said to have pure point spectrum. This is the case 
exactly when A is trivial. For if A can be represented as a trivial cocycle by 
means of a Bore1 unitary function B defined on C and an element y of G, 
then U(g) B = (g, y) B for each g E G; consequently, rrB,B = 6 --y and, by the 
preceding paragraph, Zc Z’(G). Conversely, if P has pure point spectrum, 
then R B,B = 6 -y for some BE L’(C) of unit norm and some y E G, hence 
U(g)B=(g,y)BforallgEG.By(l.l),foreachf~L”(C)andeachgEG, 
(p(f) 4 B) = Ml-) u(g)* B, u(g)* B) = W&f) 4 B), 
hence ~m~g~tlBI)= PI f or each g E G. As the G action on C is ergodic, 1 BI is 
m,-essentially constant, and so B can be taken to be unitary. The triviality 
of A follows. 
When Zc M,,(G), P is said to have purely singular continuous spectrum 
and A is said to be of singular continuous type. 
If Zc L’(G), then in fact Z= L’(G), for L’(G) is an ergodic band; in this 
case P is said to have purely Haar spectrum and A is said to be of Haar 
We. 
When either Zc M,,.(G) or Zc L’(G), P is said to have purely continuous 
spectrum. This is the case exactly when A is non-trivial. 
Let M,(G) be the space of all measures in M(G) whose Fourier trans- 
forms vanish at infinity. M,(G) is a z-invariant band in M(G), and so is 
MO(G)‘, the vector-lattice-theoretic disjoint complement of M,(G). When 
Zc M,(G), we say that A is of type (C,); when Zc MO(@)‘, we say that A 
is of oscillatory type. It is clear that any cocycle of type (C,) is non-trivial, 
and that any non-trivial cocycle of oscillatory type is of singular con- 
tinuous type. 
2. A PURITY THEOREM 
Throughout this section we shall suppose that G is a locally compact 
non-compact o-compact Abelian group. 
Given a topological space X, we denote by 98(X) the Bore1 a-algebra 
of x. 
Let (a, ~4, P) be a probability space. By a random cocycle {A,} on X 
we mean a unitary (JX! 0 9?(z) 0 9(G), g(T))-measurable function 
(w, (T, g) + &(D, g) on Q x C x G such that for each o E Q, A, : (a, g) -+ 
&,((T, g) is a cocycle on C. A random cocycle {A,} is said to be trivial 
(non-trivial, of singular continuous type, etc.) if for P-almost all 0 in $2, A, 
is a trivial (non-trivial, of singular continuous type, etc.) cocycle on C. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let (G$,)~~~ be a sequence of independent a-algebras of 
d, w--f y,,, be a (&, B(e))-measurable function from 52 into e, and, for 
each n E N, (0, a) -+ B:)(a) be a unitary (,ol’, 0 G?(C), B(T))-measurable 
function on 52 x C. Suppose that for each (0, a, g) in 52 x C x G, the product 
40(% 8) = fi (g, Y,) q%J) qj’(~ + a(g)) 
k-l 
converges. Then ( A (u } : (co, o, g ) -+ AJo, g) is a random cocycle on 2 that is 
either trivial or non-trivial, either of type (C,) or of oscillatory type. 
Proof: That the map (A,} is a random cocycle is clear. 
We begin the proof of the first alternative by recalling that on the space 
W(G) of all weakly almost periodic functions on G (containing in par- 
ticular the space of all the Fourier transforms of measures in M(G)), there 
is defined a unique positive normalized translation-invariant functional A4 
(cf. [ 3, Corollary 1.261). Moreover, the a-compactness of G ensures the 
existence of a sequence (IS,),, N of compact subsets of G such that for each 
fin VW, 
1 
M(f)= lim - 
,1 + a m,(H,) s H,f (g) dmG(g) (2.1) 
(cf. [15, Theorem 18.14; 3, Note 3.201); in the sequel, we shall denote 
M(f) also by M,(fk)). 
For each w E Q, let U, denote the unitary representation of G associated 
with A,. Given n E N and w E 52, let Ul,“’ be the unitary representation of G 
associated with the cocycle 
and, for each 0 E Z, put 
For each w EQ, the purity of the spectrum of the projection-valued 
measure associated with U, ensures that the cocycle A, is non-trivial if 
and only if g -+ (U,(g) 1, 1) is the Fourier transform of a continuous 
measure on 6. By Wiener’s theorem (cf. [24, Theorem 5.6.9]), the latter 
condition is equivalent to 
~,(I(~,,1(g) 1,l)l’)=O. (2.2) 
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Clearly, for each n E N, we have 
so (2.2) holds if and only if 
M (I(U("'(g)Z("' z(q')=o. I w co) w 
By the purity of the spectrum of the projection-valued measure associated 
with Ug), the last relation is in turn equivalent to 
A4 (I(U”‘(g) 1 l)IZ)=O. R UJ ’ (2.3) 
In view of (2.1), the set 
is’= (oEQ:Mg(I(U,(g) 1, l)l’)=O) 
is d-measurable and, by the equivalence of (2.2) and (2.3), for each n E N, 
it in fact belongs to the a-algebra generated by all dk with k >n. By 
Kolmogorov’s zero-one law, we have either P(P) = 0 or P(S2’) = 1. Accor- 
dingly, {A,} is either trivial or non-trivial. 
The proof of the second alternative is similar and is based on the obser- 
vation that, given any w E Q, the function g + (V,(g) 1, 1) vanishes at 
infinity if and only if, for each n E N, the function g + (Ug)( g) 1, 1) does. 
The details are left to the reader. 
3. NON-TRIVIAL RANDOM COCYCLES 
Unless stated otherwise, from now onwards G will be a a-compact non- 
compact Abelian group whose dual is an Z-group. We recall that a locally 
compact Abelian group is an Z-group if every neighbourhood of 0 in this 
group contains an element of infinite order (cf. [24, p. 461). 
In this section we shall exhibit a class of non-trivial random cocycles 
on C. 
Given a Lebesgue integrable function h on the unit circle T and an 
integer n, we denote by /i(n) the nth Fourier coefficient of h, i.e., 
Given a continuous function h on 8, we denote by oh the modulus of 
continuity of h defined, for any 6 > 0, by 
w,,(S) = sup{ lh(ei(‘+e) - h(e”)l: 0 6 t < 275 0 < 0 < 211, leie - 11 < S}. 
580:77,1-2 
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By a standard unitary function on U we mean a unitary continuous 
function on U with at least two non-zero Fourier coefficients. 
A sequence (K,,), t N of compact subsets of G will be called standard if 
K,cKZc ... c c K,,=G 
n=l 
and, for each n E N, the interior of K,, r contains K,,. 
Given an element a of a group, we write ord a for the order of a. 
For a function h defined on U and x in 2, we denote by fX the super- 
position fo x. 
Let f be a standard unitary function on T, (6,),, N be a sequence of 
positive numbers with C,“=, 0,(6,) < + co, (K,),, N be a standard sequence 
of compact subsets of G, and i be a function from N into itself such that 
lim, + oo i(n) = + co. Assume (xn)ncN is a sequence in ,J? such that 
0) lim,,, ordXn= +co, 
(ii) for each nE N, if gE Kicnj, then 
l(4g), XJ - 1 I cd,. 
The existence of (x,),, N, given (6,), E N, (K,), E N, and i, is seen as follows. 
Because 6 is an Z-group, for each n E N, there is yn in 6 of infinite order 
with 
I(& Yn)- 11 cd,* 
for all g in Kicn,. The group a(G) is dense in C and the homomorphism c1 is 
one-to-one, so the group ai is dense in G. Accordingly, for each n E N, 
there exists x,, E 2 of order > n such that 
l(e), XJ - 1 I < 6, 
for all g in Kit,). 
Let (52, d, P) be a probability space carrying a sequence (cr,),E N of 
independent random variables, each uniformly distributed on C. One 
provides an example of such a probability space with a corresponding 
sequence of random variables by taking the direct product Z’” for 8, the 
Bore1 g-algebra of Z:” for d, the Haar measure in 2’” for P, and, for each 
n E N, the projection from 2Y” onto the nth copy of C for 0,. 
For each (0, 6, g) E Q x Z x G, put 
&(a, 8) = fi f&J + on(o))f,“(a + ~?I(~) +4g)). 
n=l 
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The product is convergent with uniform convergence in o and cr, and 
locally uniform convergence in g. In fact, given any compact subset K of G, 
there exists an integer n, such that KC Kit,,) for all n > n,; hence, for each 
(o,o,g)EQxCxKand each nan,, 
If,.@ + O,(o,,fx,(a + a,(o) + a(g)) - 1 I 
= If& + fJn(o) + 4g)) -f,.b + flrl(o))l 
< of@,). 
It is clear that, for any OEO, A,: (cr, g) -+ &(a, g) is a cocycle on C, 
which is a continuous function on C x G; accordingly, {A,}: 
(0, 0, g) + &(a, g) is a random cocycle on C. 
The main result of this section is the following. 
THEOREM 3.1. The random cocycle {A,} is non-trivial. 
Before giving the proof, we require one preliminary. 
For any continuous function h on T and any 0 Q u < 21c, we put 
we let, moreover, S,, = {n E E: h(n) # 0} and denote by Nh the subgroup of 
Z generated by {n,-n,:n,,n,~S~}. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let f be a standard unitary function on T with Nf=pZ 
(p E N ). Then, for 0 < u < 27c, $,(e”) = 1 if and only if eipU = 1. 
Proof: To prove the sufficiency, assume that eiPU = 1 for some 
0 < u < 27~. Let k be any element of S,. For each n E Z, the n th Fourier 
coefficient of the function eit -f (e’(‘+“)) fo (0 < t < 27~) equals 
1 f(m)j(m -n) eimu = eiku 1 j\(m) flrn -n). 
m E s/ m E Sf 
Hence, for each 0 < t < 271, 
and, consequently, $Ae”) = 1. 
To prove the necessity, assume that $Ae’“) = 1 for some 0 <U < 2~. 
Then, for each 0 <s < 27r, 
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and so, in view of the unitarity of the integrand and Parseval’s identity, 
whenever n E B \ {O}. It follows that for each 0 Q s < 27r, the function 
,ir ~f(ej(“+‘))fof(ei(“+f+u))f(ei(‘+”)) (O<t<2n) 
is constant; hereafter, we shall denote by c(s) the value of this function. For 
each 0 < t < 27r, set 
h(e”) =f(e”) f(e”’ + “‘). 
Clearly, for each 0 Q s < 271 and each 0 < t < 271, 
Me i(r+‘)) = c(s) h(e”), 
and so, for each n E N and each 0 d s < 27r, 
e’“‘&n) = c(s) h(n). 
Note that if n,, n, E S,,, then, by the last equality, ei”ls = ei”ls for all 
0 < s < 21r, hence n, = n2. Correspondingly, there exist an integer k and a 
complex number d of unit modulus such that for each 0 < t < 275 
h(e”) = de”“ 
or equivalently 
f(e i(t+u)) = de-iky(eif). 
Actually, k = 0; for in the contrary case, for any arbitrarily fixed 1 in S, and 
all integers n, we would have 
If@+ kn)l = If(l 
which would contradict the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma. Thus, for any n E E, 
1 
elnuf(n) = i@(n), 
from which it follows that einl” = einZu for all n,, n, E S,-. Hence, finally, 
e ipu = 1, 
The proof is complete. 
To prove the theorem, for each WE 52, let U, be the unitary represen- 
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tation of G associated with the cocycle A,. Since, for each w E !Z and each 
gEG, 
it follows from the purity of the spectrum of the projection-valued measure 
associated with each U, and from Wiener’s theorem that for {A,,) to be 
non-trivial it is necessary and sufficient hat 
for P-almost all w in R. Letting E denote the expectation operator relative 
to P, the latter condition is equivalent to 
L M, [ (If 
2 
&(a, 8) dm,da) I)1 
=o 
E 
and this in turn, in view of (2.1) and Lebesgue’s dominated convergence 
theorem, is equivalent to 
M, ku 
( [If 
2 
AA6 g) dm,(c) I I) = 0. z (3.1) 
By the stochastic independence of { LT, :n E N } and the fact that each 0, is 
uniformly distributed in 2, for each go G, we get 2 L 
[If 
&(Q~ g) dmAa) z II 
= IEw h,, [ &(6 g) &to’, g) dmr 63mAa, ~‘1 1 
= f n z,,ny, OE,cf~.(a+a"(w))fx.(a'+a,(o)) 
x fxn(c + b,(w) f a(g))f,.(a’ + u,(m) + a(g))1 dm, 8 mAa, 0’) 
x f,,(7 + a(g)) dmA7) 
> 
dm,da). 
Hence, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 
(3.2) 
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Because f has at least two non-zero Fourier coefficients, N, is a non-zero 
subgroup of Z. By Proposition 3.2, there is only a finite number of u with 
0 <U < 2n for which IC//(e’“) = 1. Therefore g,(O) < 1. It is clear that given 
E > 0, one can find a trigonometric polynomial p on T and a positive 
integer k such that 
&Awk < E2/4 (3.4) 
and 
x P,.(7+.(B))dm,(7)12dm,(o))j1’2+f (3.5) 
for every vi, . . . . qk E 2. 
Let N= max{ lnl: n E S,}. Direct computation shows that for any q E ,?? of 
order d, 
I pa(a + 7) p,(7) ~~(0 + 7 + a(g))p,(7 + at!(g)) dm&) z 
c 
-- 
P(j) B(k) B(O i-W)((j - 0 CJ + Cm - 4 a(g), ~1) 
j-k-l+mcdZ 
if d<+co 
= 
c 
-- 
PW P(k)A4P(m)((j- 4 CJ + (m - 4 a(g), rl) 
j-k-l+m=O 
if d= +co; 
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hence, if q has order >4N, then 
= 
c 
-- 
m 8(k) B(O B(m)((j- 0 g + (m - 4 a(g), rl). (3.6) 
j-kpl+m=O 
We select now an increasing sequence (n,), GiGk of positive integers so 
that the following condition is satisfied: 
given integers di of modulus <4N (1 Q i < k), if Et=, dixn, = 0, (*) 
then di = 0 for each i. 
To this end, we first pick ?1 E N so that ord xn, > 8N and then find a 
neighbourhood U of 0 in C such .that if dl runs over the integers of 
modulus Q4N, then the sets d,Xn, + U are pairwise disjoint. We next 
choose an integer n, > n, so that ord xn2 > 8N and, for each integer d2 of 
modulus <4N, d,x,, is in II; at this stage, the d,Xn, + dzXn2 are all distinct. 
Now it is clear how to continue the process to find the remaining terms of 
(ni)lii<k. 
Taking into account that each xn, (1~ i < k) has order > 4N, we can now 
apply (3.6) and (*) to get 
k 
I n/f 
zi=l z 
&“p+ 7) P,“,(7) z-Q”,b + 7 + a(g)) 
x p& + a(g)) dm,(T) * b(o) 
= C’ fi fi(ji) h(j;)B(k,)B(k:) B(li)8(z1)B(mi) BCml) 
i= 1 
x ((F- ml -I, + 4) a(g), L,), (3.7) 
where the dashed sum extends over the 8-tuples of integers (ji,j:, ki, ki, 
Zi, I;, mi, ml) with ji-ki-zi+mi=j~-k~.-zj+m(=ji-jj-zi+zj=O. 
Making appeal to (*) once again, we obtain furthermore that 
Mg (i i!!J I h - pxn,(a + 7)p,,(7) ~~,(a + 7 + a(g)) 
x px.(T + a(g)) dm,dT) * dm,(a) 
I > 
= C” i B(ji)Ei(jl)~B(kr)B(Zi)B(Zl)B(mi)B(ml), 
i=l 
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where this time the dashed sum extends over the 8-tuples (ji,j:, k,, k;, 
li, Ii, mi, ml) with ji-ki-l,+mi=j~-kj-l~‘+m,!=ji-j~-l,+I~= 
m, - m( - Ii + 1: = 0. It is readily verified that the right-hand side of the latter 
identity equals ($,(0))k. Thus, in view of (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5) 
- 0 + 7)f,,(7)f,,(~ +7 + a(g)) 
x f,.,(7 + a(s)) dm.&)/2 dm,(~l)}“2 <E. 
By the arbitrariness of E, equality (3.1) follows. 
The proof is complete. 
4. RANDOM COCYCLES OF OSCILLATORY TYPE 
In this section we show that for each standard unitary function f on lJ 
with absolutely convergent Fourier series, each sequence (6,),, N of 
positive numbers with C,“= r ~~(6,) < + co, each standard sequence 
(K”LlEN of compact subsets of G, and each function i mapping N into itself 
with lim, _ co i(n) = + co, there exists a sequence (xn)neN in 2 satisfying 
conditions (i) and (ii) of the preceding section, such that the corresponding 
random cocycle is of oscillatory and, a fortiori, of singular continuous type. 
Let f be a standard unitary function on T with absolutely convergent 
Fourier series. Since 
there exists p E N such that 
m=p+l lk-/Iam 
Given 0 < s < 27t, put 
q(P) = & j;ilf(eir)f(eics+“) dt. 
For each n E N, let /I,, be a positive number such that 
lers - 11 < 8, (O<s<2n) 
(4.1) 
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implies 
Id@)- lI’&. 
Let (6J,, N be a sequence of positive numbers with C,“=, 0,(6,) < + co, 
(KJncN be a standard sequence of compact subsets of G, and i be a 
function from N into itself such that lim,, m i(n) = + co. We shall induc- 
tively define two sequences, (I~),,~~ in 2 and (gn)nEN in G, such that 
(a) ordXn>p+n- 1 for each neN; 
(/?) for each n E fV, if g E Kit,), then 
I(~(ShXn)- 11 <h”i 
(Y) lim n-tcngn= a; 
(4 I(a(g,),~,)-lI<B,forallk,n~~. 
Note that the sequence (x,),, wI so defined will satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) 
of the foregoing section. 
In the first step, we pick g, in G\K, and next choose x1 in 2? so that 
ord x1 > P, 
for each g E Kjc, ), and 
I(@+klh x1)- 11 <PI. 
Suppose we have chosen (xi), <j<n and (gj)l 6jGn. In the (n + 1)st step, we 
select Xn+, in 2 so that ordX,+,>p+n, 
I(&r), Xn+*)- 11 <h+, 
for each g E K,(,, + r ), and 
I(4g,h xn+*)-11 <Al+1 
for 1 d j < n. Next we choose g, + r in G\ K,, + 1 so that 
I(a(gn+I)9 Xj)-ll <Pj 
for 1 <j < n + 1 by making use of the following remark: Given any com- 
pact subset K of G, the set a(G\K) is dense in L’; in particular, a(G\K) 
intersects each neighbourhood of 0 in C. The truth of the remark is seen as 
follows. Suppose, contrariwise, that a(G\K) is not dense in Z. Then there 
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exists a non-negative non-zero continuous function f on Z vanishing on 
a( G \ K). Clearly, f 0 c1 is an almost periodic function on G. Letting (H,), E N 
be a sequence of compact subsets of G such that equality (2.1) holds, we 
have 
1 
M(foa)= lim - 
n- 00 m,(H,) I f (az)) dm&) = 0. K 
On the other hand, 
f 
fdmz=M(focc) 
L 
(cf. [ 15, Theorem 26.17]), hence f= 0, a contradiction. 
We are now in a position to state the following. 
THEOREM 4.1. Withf, (bn)neN, (Kn)ieN, i, and (xn)ncN as above, the 
corresponding random cocycle {A,} is of oscillatory type. 
Proof. We retain the notation from the preceding section. By the 
stochastic independence of (rrn: n E N } and the fact that each cn is 
uniformly distributed in C, for each gc G, we have 
(4.2) 
It is easy to verify that for each n E IV, 
f zf,.i~)f,.(~ + a(g)) dm,Ao) 
- 
= d(e), XJ) + xmf(~)( -w?)? XA 
where the dashed sum extends over all integers k, I such that \k - II is a 
non-zero multiple of ord x,,. The last equality combined with (a), (4.1), and 
(4.2) shows that for each gc G, 
I D kJ &(c g) dmAc) - ii cp((dg), xJ  <a. 1 (4.3) s n=l 
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By (a), for all k, n E N, 
1 
Id(‘kk), id- ‘1 <(k+ 1)2’ 
Hence, for each k E N, 
1 ii (P((aTk)P xJ / > ii (1-h) =f. n=l n=l 
This together with (4.3) shows that for each kE N, 
If {A,} were not of oscillatory type, then, by (y) and Theorem 2.1, we 
would have 
for P-almost all w in 0, from which, by Lebesgue’s dominated convergence 
theorem, it would follow that 
contrary to (4.4). 
This completes the proof. 
5. RANDOM COCYCLES OF HAAR TYPE 
In this section we show that for each standard unitary function J* on T 
with N,.= Z, there exist a sequence (~5”)~~~ of positive numbers with 
x,“= i o/(6,) < + co, a standard sequence (K,),, N of compact subsets of G, 
a function i mapping N into itself with lim, _ m i(n) = + 00, and a sequence 
kJ,E WI in 2 satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) of Section 3, such that the 
corresponding random cocycle is of Haar type. 
We start with some auxiliary results. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let {y,: i= 1, . . . . k} be a finite independent subset of C? 
andf be a complex continuous function on T. Then 
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f&J + T)fr,,(T)f& + T + dg)) 
x f,,(T+ d&T)) dm,(T) * dm,(a) 
(5.1) 
with locally uniform convergence in g. 
Proof: Since both sides of (5.1) vary continuously as f is varied con- 
tinuously in the supremum norm, without loss of generality we may assume 
that f is a polynomial on T. Let N = max { 1 n I: n E S,}. By the independency 
of (y,: i= 1, . . . . k}, there exists a neighbourhood U of 0 in & such that 
given vie2 (1 <i<k), if a(qi)Eyj+ Ufor each i, then condition (*) of the 
proof of Theorem 3.1 is fulfilled. Suppose from now on that i(qi) E yi + U 
for each i. Then, in analogy to Eq. (3.7), one has 
k 
s qf f,,b + T)f,,(T)f& + T + a(g)) Z,=l = 
X f,,(T + a(g)) dm,(T) * dmz(O) 
I 
= C’ fi P(ji)f~f(ki)P(kl)f(li)P(l:)f(mi)f~ 
i= I 
x ((m, - 4 - 1, + C) a(g), vi), 
where the dashed sum extends over the 8 -tuples of integers (j,, j;, 
ki, k(, I,, lI,mi,ml) with ji-k,-li+mi=ji-k,!-lI+m,!=ji-jj-lj+ 
1: =O. Direct verification shows that the right-hand side of the identity 
above equals nF= r Il/,((cr(g), vi)). To end the proof, it suffices to note that 
with locally uniform convergence in g. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let G he a locally compact non-compact Abelian 
group, K be a compact subset of G, and 6 be a positive number. Then there 
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exists a compact subset L of G such that for each g in G\ L, there is l in C? 
with 
and 
l(g,5)+1161 
I(k <I- 11 <d 
for all k in K. 
Proof Let U be a compact symmetric neighbourhood of 0 in G. K 
being compact, there exist a,, . . . . a,, in K with 
Let 
Kc fi (ai+U). 
i=l 
V= fi (-ai+U)u(ai+U). 
i=l 
Clearly, I’ is a compact symmetric neighbourhood of 0 in G containing K. 
It is immediate that 
Go= c nV 
n=l 
is an open subgroup of G. By the principal structure theorem (cf. [19, 
Theorem 24]), there exist non-negative integers k and 1 and a compact 
Abelian group H such that G, is topologically isomorphic to R“ 0 a’@ H. 
Denote by /I the canonical homomorphism from Go onto I@ 0 Z’. We shall 
consider two cases: 
(i) G,# H. We write . for the Euclidean scalar product and II.lI for 
the Euclidean norm on Euclidean space. Assume that Zk is canonically 
embedded in [Wk. Let r be a positive number such that for all (x, y) E /l(K) 
and all (s, t) E Rk x R’ with lI(s, t)ll < r, 
Jexp( i(x . s + y . t)) - 11 < 6. 
Let 
L= {(x,y, h)ERkOH’@H: lI(x,y)ll <n/r}. 
Given any (x’, y’, h’) in G,\ L, we can find a continuous character 5 of G 
whose restriction on G, takes the form 
((AY, h), 5)=exp 
ni(x.x’+y-y’) 
II W? Y’JII * > 
((x, Y, h) E Go). 
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Clearly 
(lx’, Y’, w, 5) = - 1 
and 
whenever k E K. Thus when G = Go, the proof is already finished. When 
G # G,, for any given g in G\G,, we can find < in G such that (g, <) # 1 
and (g’, 5) = 1 for all g’ E Go (cf. [ 15, Corollary 23.261). By passing, if 
necessary, to a suitable multiple of {, we get 1 (g, g) + 11 < 1. This completes 
the proof in the other case. 
(ii) G, = H. By the argument of the preceding paragraph, given any g 
in G\G,,, there is r in G such that I(g, 5) + 11 6 1 and (g’, 5) = 1 for all 
g’ E Go. To complete the proof, it suffices to take Go for L. 
Let V be a compact neighbourhood of 0 in G. Since G is a-compact, 
there is a subset {a, : n E N } of G such that 
G= (=j (a,+ V). 
n=l 
Of course, since G is not compact, we may assume that lim, _ cc a,, = co. 
For each n E N, let 
K,,= i, (a,+ I'). 
k=l 
Clearly, K), E N is a standard sequence of compact subsets of G. 
Let f be a standard unitary function on T with Nf= Z and (fi,),,, N be a 
sequence of positive numbers with C,“= i no@,,) < + UJ. 
In view of Proposition 5.2 and the fact that lim, _ m a, = co, given any 
Jo N, there exists mj E N such that for each integer n > mj, there is tj,, in G 
with 
Itan, 5j.n) + II d 1 
and 
Ik, r,.,,- 11 <Al 
for all g in K,. It is clear that for each n E N, there exists exactly one 
j(n) E N such that 
ml + ... +mj(,j, <n+m,-l<m,+ ... +mjc,)+,. 
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Given n E IV, set 
then 
I@ n+m,-13 &I)+ 11 G 1 
and 
Its, L)- 11 <Pn+m,-1 
for all g in KjC,,. 
C? is a non-discrete I-group, so given [ in 6, a neighbourhood U of 0 in 
G, and a positive integer p, there exists an independent subset of 5 + U with 
p elements (cf. [24, Lemma 5.2.31). Thus, by the foregoing, we can find a 
sequence (Y,),, N in e such that for each n E N, (yk: FI’ < k < (n + l)“} is an 
independent set, and if n* <k < (n + 1)2, then 
Ita n+m,-lyYk)+ II<2 
and 
for all g in Kjcn,. 
Since IV/= Z, it follows from Proposition 3.2 that there exists 0 < 6 < 1 
such that for each O<u<2~ with I@‘+ 1) ~5, I~,$~(e”)l < 6. Thus, in view 
of the preceding paragraph and Proposition 5.1, we can find a sequence 
(XJ”, N in 2 such that for each positive integer n, if n2 <k < (n + l)*, then 
ord xk > n, 
I(h), x/J-11 <Dn+m,pl 
for all g in Kjc,,,, and 
n2+2n 
< n +,((g,Yk))+62”+1 
k = n2 
for all g in a, +m, _ 1 + V. Since the sequence (y”),, N tends to 0 in 6 as 
n -+ ~0, there exists an integer n, > 2 such that for each integer n 2 n,, if 
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n2dk<(n+ 1)2 and gEa,+,,_, + V, then I(g, yk) + 11 ~3. Consequently, 
for each integer n > n, and each g in a, + m, ~, + V, 
5 
n2+2n 
n /i z kc,,2 
fx,(a + W&)fJfJ +-T + dg)) 
z 
xf,,(z+ct(g))dm,(z) 2dm,(a)<2b2”+‘. (5.2) 
Given n E N, set 
S,=P [?I”*] + m, ~ 17 i(n) =j( [n”2]), 
where [n”‘] denotes the integral part of n ‘I2 It is immediately clear that .
lim, + m i(n) = + co, C,“=, 0+(6,,) < + co, and that the sequence (x~),,~~ 
satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of Section 3. 
We can now state the main conclusion of this section. 
THEOREM 5.3. Withf, (c?,,)~~~, (Kn)nGN, i, and (x,,)~~~ as above, the 
corresponding random cocycle {A,} is of Haar type. 
Proof: We retain the notation from the foregoing sections. It follows 
from (3.2) the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and Fibini’s theorem that 
?*, AJo, g) dm.Ao) ’ dm&) I 1 
> 
112 
x fn.(7 + dg)) dmAt)l* dmk-4 dm&). 
By (5.2), the right-hand side of this inequality does not exceed 
mG(“o~f~2K) +2*‘2~no+‘~2(1 -6) -‘m,(V). 
Therefore, for P-almost all o in 52, g + (U,g) 1, 1) is a square Haar- 
integrable function on G, which, by Plancherel’s theorem, is the Fourier 
transform of a square Haar-integrable function on 6. Since for each w in 
Q, g + (U,(g) 1, 1) is the Fourier transform of a measure in M(G), it 
follows that for P-almost all w in Q, g -+ (U,(g) 1, 1) is the Fourier trans- 
form of a Haar-integrable function on d (cf. [15, Theorem 31.331). Hence, 
by the purity of the spectrum of the projection-valued measure associated 
with each U,,, we finally infer that the random cocycle {A,} is of Haar 
type. 
The proof is complete. 
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